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Abstract—In wideband joint communications and sensing
(JCAS) systems, the waveforms are often designed and optimized
over the entire bandwidth. This significantly limits the degrees
of freedom in beamforming and causes severe communications
performance loss, especially under a strict radar sensing con-
straint. In this work, we consider a downlink of a wideband
multiuser (MU) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system.
We propose a subcarrier allocation strategy incorporated in an
efficient JCAS design to improve the communications–sensing
performance tradeoff of the system. The main idea is to em-
ploy a subset of subcarriers for radar sensing while enabling
communications over the entire bandwidth. This creates dedi-
cated subcarriers for communications without any interference
from the radar function, whose sensing accuracy can still be
guaranteed through strict design constraints. To realize the idea,
we formulate the sum rate maximization problem and propose
a three-step solution based on successive convex approximation
and Riemannian manifold optimization. We further propose
efficient initialization methods to reduce complexity and improve
the convergence of the employed optimization schemes. Our
simulation results for a 32× 4 MU-MIMO system show that
the proposed scheme offers 70% improvement in the system
sum rate while guaranteeing the same radar beampattern mean
square error and requiring less radio frequency chains compared
with the conventional JCAS design over the entire bandwidth.

Index Terms—Joint communications and sensing, dual-
functional radar and communications, hybrid beamforming,
wideband, MIMO-OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE wireless networks are expected to provide very
large data rates to support emerging high-speed applica-

tions, such as immersive virtual reality, high-definition video,
in-room gaming, and intra-large-vehicle communications [1],
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[2]. To realize such a rapid growth of the data traffic and applica-
tions, large bandwidth available at millimeter-wave (mmWave)
or Terahertz (THz) bands will be explored [3], [4]. These bands
also provide high-range resolutions for radar applications such
as target sensing and detection, surveillance, integrated radio
frequency (RF) operations, connected automated vehicles [5],
[6], and cognitive capabilities [2]. Indeed, wireless communi-
cations and radar sensing systems share many commonalities
in terms of hardware, signal processing, and network architec-
tures. With further advances in electronics and signal process-
ing, they can be potentially co-located in a joint system [7].
Co-located communications and radar systems are thus the
focus of a growing research attention, and have been referred to
by various names. These include dual-functional radar commu-
nications (DFRC) [8], joint communication and (radar) sensing
(JCAS) [9] (which is the term used here), or integrated sensing
and communications (ISAC) [10], [11].

A. Related Works

Based on the design focuses, current joint communica-
tions and radar techniques can be classified into radar-centric,
communications-centric, and joint designs [7], [12]. Due to
the fast-growing research interest in the topic, radar-centric
approaches aim to enhance existing radar technologies such
that they can convey messages to remote receivers. This is
typically achieved using index modulation techniques on top
of conventional radar waveforms [13], [14], [15], or by mod-
ulating information the radar sidelobes [16]. These techniques
are highly geared towards radar systems, and tend to provide
limited throughput [12]. Alternatively, communications-centric
designs build on top of communication systems such that they
can also sense the environment [17], though typically with
limited sensing capabilities. Joint designs provide the flexibility
of balancing the contribution of each functionality, and are the
focus of this work.

Early studies on the coexistence of communications and
radar systems focused on developing interference manage-
ment approaches to enable smoothly cooperative operations
of JCAS systems [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27]. A commonly assumed setup considers multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) techniques due to their spatial beam-
forming and waveform shaping capabilities via flexible beam-
forming [28], [29]. Wu et al. [30] proposed a frequency-hopping
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MIMO radar-based waveform for channel estimation in JCAS
systems. Li et al. [20] proposed spectrum-sharing strategies
based on designing transmit covariance matrix to minimize
the effective interference power at the radar receiver. In [31],
different views of the environment from different users and/or
BSs were leveraged to improve sensing performance. More
recent studies focus on the design of precoding schemes by
formulating overall transmit waveform as the superposition of
radar and communications waveforms [24], [25], [26], [27],
and on practical constant-modulus waveforms that avoid sig-
nal distortion in nonlinear power amplifiers [32], [33], [34],
[35], [36]. These works mainly consider conventional small-
sized MIMO systems operating at lower and narrow frequency
bands such as sub-6GHz and single-carrier systems [16], [22],
[32]. This misses two critical aspects of the envisioned JCAS
operation, including the usage and degrees of freedom provided
by multi-band signaling and the fact that large-scale MIMO
systems are likely to involve hybrid beamforming (HBF)
architectures.

Multi-band orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) MIMO JCAS systems were investigated in [29], [37],
[38], [39], [40]. Specifically, Johnston et al. [29] designed
radiated waveforms and receive filters for MIMO-OFDM
JCAS systems. Wu et al. [37] considered the optimization of
OFDM data symbols for a better time and spatial domain signal
orthogonality. While both [29] and [37] investigated small-
sized MIMO-OFDM JCAS systems, it was shown in [20], [38],
[39] that large-scale arrays can significantly reduce the mutual
interference between the radar and communications functions.
Despite that, the deployment of fully digital beamforming
architectures in these systems makes their hardware cost and
power consumption prohibitive.

As a solution, HBF architectures require a considerably
reduced number of RF chains while maintaining significant
beamforming gains [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]. Existing HBF
designs in large/massive MIMO JCAS systems were mainly
developed for narrowband scenarios [46], [47], [48], [49], [50],
based on radar beampattern fitting [46], [47], [48], balancing the
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the two subsystems [49], and
minimizing the sensing Cramér-Rao bound [50]. Compared to
HBF design for narrowband channels, wideband systems face
an extra difficulty. Specifically, in the former, the frequency-
independent phase shifters of the standard analog precoder can
be optimized for the dedicated frequency-flat channel. How-
ever, tuning these analog phase shifters becomes challenging in
wideband systems because they must serve multiple frequency-
selective channels over the entire frequency band [4], [51],
[52], [53]. Cheng et al. [54] and Elbir et al. [55] leveraged
model-based [54], [55] and machine learning-based [55] ap-
proaches to optimize communications–sensing tradeoff under
the power and hardware constraints. Zhang et al. [9] developed a
multi-beam technique using a fixed sub-beam for communi-
cations and packet-varying scanning sub-beams for sensing.
Carneto et al. [56], [57] proposed hybrid beamformers fo-
cusing power into sensing directions constraining the power
for communications users. Furthermore, beam squint-aware
JCAS-HBF designs are considered in [58], [59], [60], where the

Fig. 1. Subcarrier allocation/sharing approaches: (a) overlapping, (b) non-
overlapping, (c) proposed method.

beam squint effect can be mitigated [58] or exploited [59], [60]
properly to improve JCAS operations. The common settings
in these wideband JCAS-HBF designs allow operating both
communications and sensing over all the sub-bands. This usage
limits the degrees of freedom provided by multi-band signaling
for JCAS, as discussed next.

B. Motivations and Contributions

In multicarrier OFDM JCAS systems, subcarrier frequencies
can be allocated/shared so that the communications and radar
subsystems operate at either overlapping [9], [54], [55], [56],
[57], [61], [62] or non-overlapping subcarriers [61], [62], [63],
[64], [65], [66], [67]. From the communications perspective,
both these subcarrier sharing approaches have their individual
limitations. Specifically, in the former, neither the communi-
cations beamforming gain nor the sensing accuracy is fully
exploited because the overall beampattern needs to serve both
communications users and sensing targets simultaneously over
the entire bandwidth. In the latter case, the communications per-
formance loss can be significant because the bandwidth fraction
allocated for radar cannot be used for data transmission. These
difficulties considerably limit the communications–sensing per-
formance tradeoffs in the systems.

To overcome the challenges, we herein propose an efficient
JCAS scheme based on monostatic radar sensing by the BS
for wideband MIMO-OFDM downlink systems. We unify sub-
carrier allocation for JCAS and HBF designs. Specifically, we
propose allocating a subset of subcarriers for radar sensing,
while enabling communications at all available subcarriers;
thereby our design can be viewed as communications-centric,
which is a common assumption in the evolving 6G systems.
With this setting, the communications and radar functional-
ities are overlapped only at a subset of subcarriers, which
are referred to as JCAS subcarriers. The BS forms dual-
functional (communications-radar) waveforms at the JCAS sub-
carriers, while it transmits only data signals to communica-
tions users via the remaining subcarriers. In this way, both
effective sensing and communications can be ensured as long
as a proper JCAS subcarrier set is employed with a stricter
sensing accuracy constraint. The scheme enables flexible sys-
tem operation depending on the priorities between the data
traffic and the requirements of the sensing service. We illus-
trate the proposed strategy in comparison with existing ones
in Fig. 1.

Relying on this new subcarrier allocation approach, we pro-
pose an efficient JCAS design for HBF architectures (JCAS-
HBF). Our specific contributions are summarized as follows:
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• We first propose a subcarrier allocation strategy, where the
communications and sensing functions only interfere with
each other within a predetermined subset of subcarriers.
This offers additional degrees of freedom for beamforming
designs to enhance communications performance.

• We formulate a communications-centric JCAS-HBF de-
sign problem as a sum rate maximization constraining on
sensing performance, power budget, and constant-modulus
analog precoding coefficients. The problem is efficiently
solved via a three-step procedure. The proposed scheme
allows determining the JCAS subcarriers efficiently with
low complexity, while the hybrid precoders are solved
via leveraging successive convex approximations (SCA)
and Riemannian manifold optimizations. We also propose
effective initial solutions to improve the convergence and
reduce the overall complexity of the proposed algorithm.

• We analyze the effects of the number of JCAS subcarriers
on the communications–sensing performance tradeoff of
the considered system. The analysis suggests that fewer
JCAS subcarriers but a stricter sensing constraint should
be employed to improve the tradeoff. In addition, we find
that HBF communications performance can be signifi-
cantly degraded due to radar sensing, which can also be
overcome by using fewer JCAS subcarriers.

• Finally, we present extensive simulation results to demon-
strate the superior performance of the proposed subcar-
rier allocation and JCAS-HBF design. Our results show
that despite the reduced number of JCAS subcarriers, the
proposed scheme can still generate reliable beampatterns.
Particularly, it requires fewer RF chains and offers a sig-
nificant improvement in communications sum rate while
maintaining the same radar sensing accuracy as when per-
forming radar sensing over the entire bandwidth.

C. Paper Organization and Notation

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the signal and channel models and the considered
design problems. Section III details the proposed HBF JCAS
designs. Numerical results are given in Section V, while Section
VI concludes the paper.

Throughout the paper, numbers, vectors, and matrices are de-
noted by lower-case, boldface lower-case, and boldface upper-
case letters, respectively, while [A]i,j represents the (i, j)-th
entry of matrix A. We denote by (·)T and (·)H the transpose
and the conjugate transpose of a matrix or vector, respectively.
The matrix diag{a1, . . . ,aN} is block diagonal with diagonal
columns a1, . . . ,aN . Furthermore, |·| denotes either the abso-
lute value of a scalar or the cardinality of a set, and ◦ represents
the Hadamard product. We use CN (μ, σ2) to denote a complex
normal distribution with mean μ and variance σ2, while U [a, b]
denotes a uniform distribution over given range [a, b].

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Signal Model

We consider a MIMO-OFDM JCAS system, where the BS
serves as both the radar and communications transmitter. It

simultaneously transmits probing signals to the targets and
data signals to M single-antenna mobile stations (MSs). Let
N denote the number of antennas at the BS, and let K =
{1, 2, . . . ,K} and M= {1, 2, . . . ,M} be the set of subcarriers
and MSs, respectively. We assume that while all the subcarri-
ers in K are used for communications, only a subset J ⊂K
of subcarriers are used for sensing, with |J |= J . Accord-
ingly, the waveforms at subcarriers k ∈ J are designed for
joint communications with the MSs and sensing the targets,
while the remaining subcarriers k ∈ K\J are dedicated to data
transmission.

Let x[k] ∈ C
N×1 denote the transmit waveform at subcarrier

k. The received signal at MS m is expressed as

ym[k] = hH

m[k]x[k] + nm[k], (1)

where nm[k]∼ CN (0, σ2
n) is an additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) at MS m, and hm[k] ∈ C
N×1 is the channel vec-

tor from the BS to MS m at subcarrier k. Note that unlike
the systems considered in [13], [14], [15], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27], the transmit waveform x[k] in (1) contains only
communications data, and the radar waveform is ensured via
beamforming design detailed in the next section. This setting
allows the communications to be free of interference from the
radar subsystem [54], [55].

We adopt the extended Saleh-Valenzuela channel model and
express h[k] as [41]

h[k] =
P∑

p=1

αpe
−j2πτpfka(φp, fk). (2)

In (2), fk = fc +
BW(k−K)

2K , where BW and fc represent the
system bandwidth and center frequency, P is the number of
propagation paths, αp, τp, and φp are the complex gain, time-
of-arrival, and angle of departure of the p-th path, respectively.
Furthermore, a ∈ C

N×1 denotes the transmit array response
vectors. Assuming a uniform linear array (ULA) with half-
wavelength antenna spacing, a(φp, fk) is given as [41]

a(φp, fk) =
1√
N

[
1, . . . , ejπ

fk
fc

(N−1) sin(φp)
]T

. (3)

We assume that the BS is equipped with a large number
of antennas, and thus, it employs HBF using a frequency-flat
analog precoder F ∈ C

N×NRF and frequency-dependent dig-
ital baseband precoder W[k]� [w1[k],w2[k], . . . ,wM [k]] ∈
C

NRF×M . Here, NRF is the number of RF chains at the BS,
M ≤NRF ≤N , and wm[k] (i.e., the m-th column of W[k])
represents the digital precoding vectors intended for MS m.
We consider the fully-connected HBF architecture implemented
with phase shifters. The hybrid precoders satisfy the power
constraint ‖FW[k]‖2 = PBS, ∀k ∈ K, where PBS is the power
budget at the BS. Denote by s[k] = [s1[k], s2[k], . . . , sM [k]] ∈
C

M×1 the transmit symbols at subcarrier k from the BS. Here,
we assume that symbol sm[k] is intended to MS m at subcarrier
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k, with E {s[k]s[k]H}= IM , k ∈ K. Then, x[k] = FW[k]s[k]
and the signal model in (1) can be rewritten as

ym[k] = hH

m[k]Fwm[k]sm[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+ hH

m[k]
∑

j∈M\m
Fwj [k]sj [k]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-user interference

+nm[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise

. (4)

The formulation in (4) captures the dependency of the desired
signal and the interference on the subcarrier selection and the
HBF setting, motivating the problem formulated in the follow-
ing subsection.

B. Problem Formulation

To present the problem tackled in the sequel, we first review
the radar metric of approaching an ideal beampattern, based on
which we formulate the JCAS-HBF design problem.

1) Ideal Radar Beampattern Design: It has been shown in
the literature that beampattern design is equivalent to setting the
covariance matrix of the probing signals [22]. Therefore, we are
interested in designing the covariance matrix of R̄[k] ∈ C

N×N

such that the transmit beampattern at subcarrier k, given as
aH(θt, fk)R̄[k]a(θt, fk), matches well with a desired beampat-
tern Pd(θt, fk) at each angle of elevation θt ∈ [−π/2, π/2].

Here, a(θt, fk) =
[
1, . . . , ejπ

fk
fc

(N−1) sin(φp)
]T

is the steering

vector of the transmit array. Thus, R̄[k] is designed via mini-
mizing the beampattern mismatch evaluated over a fine angular
grid of T angles that covers the detection range [−π/2, π/2]
[22], [32], i.e.,

minimize
{R̄[k]}k∈J

∑

k∈J

T∑

i=1

∣∣Pd(θt, fk)− aH(θt, fk)R̄[k]a(θt, fk)
∣∣ (5a)

subject to [R̄[k]]n,n =
PBS

N
, (5b)

R̄[k]
 0, R̄[k] = R̄H[k]. (5c)

This problem is convex and can be solved by standard convex
optimization tools such as CVX.

2) JCAS HBF Design Problem: Based on the signal model
in (4), the achievable rate of MS m at subcarrier k is given as

rmk = log2

(
1 +

|hH
m[k]Fwm[k]|2

∑
j∈M\m |hH

m[k]Fwj [k]|2 + σ2
n

)
. (6)

On the other hand, the covariance matrix of the transmit
signals vector x[k] = FW[k]s[k] at the BS at subcarrier k is
given as

R[k] = E {x[k]xH[k]}= FW[k]WH[k]FH, (7)

where the last equality is due to E {s[k]sH[k]}= INs , ∀k. Since
the existing literature indicates that the design of the beam-
pattern is equivalent to the design of the covariance matrix of
the probing signals [22], [68], the quality of the beampattern
formed by the hybrid precoders {F,W[k]} can be measured
by [22], [32], [68]

τ � 1

J

∑

k∈J

∥∥R̄[k]−R[k]
∥∥2
F

=
1

J

∑

k∈J

∥∥∥∥∥R̄[k]−
∑

m∈M
Fwm[k]wH

m[k]FH

∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

. (8)

Here, we recall that R̄[k] is the desired covariance matrix
of probing signals for radar sensing, obtained via solving (5)
to approach the ideal beampattern. Furthermore, the sensing
function is only operated at subcarriers k ∈ J . Thus, τ reflects
the mismatch between the JCAS transmit covariance matrix,
formulated in (7) as a function of hybrid precoders {F,W[k]},
and the desired one for the sensing function.

We are interested in designing the JCAS-HBF transceiver to
(i) maximize the system per-subcarrier sum rate of all the MSs,
given as

r =
1

K

∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M
rmk, (9)

and (ii) form beampatterns at subcarriers k ∈ J that match
well with the desired beampatterns under the transmit power
constraint as well as the hardware constraints of analog beam-
formers. The design is formulated in the following problem:

maximize
F,{W[k]},J

r (10a)

subject to |[F]i,j |= 1, ∀i, j, (10b)

‖FW[k]‖2 = PBS, ∀k, (10c)

τ ≤ τ0, (10d)

J ⊂K, |J |= J, (10e)

where constraint (10b) enforces the modulus of unity for the
analog precoding coefficients, (10c) is the power constraint,
(10d) is to guarantee the sensing accuracy, and (10e) ensures
that only a subset of subcarriers are used for sensing, and the
number of JCAS subcarriers is fixed to J <K.

We note that (10), even with the fully digital setting (i.e.,
NRF =N and F= IN ), is different from most of the existing
JCAS designs in the literature in the following senses. First,
its objective is to maximize the communications rate under
a required sensing accuracy rather than optimizing the sens-
ing performance under communications SINR constraints as
in [22], [32]. This communications-centric design objective is
important because, unlike the fully digital systems [22], [32],
the communications performance of HBF transceivers is signif-
icantly degraded due to the hardware limitations of the analog
beamformers. Whereas, when multiple subcarriers are used for
radar, the sensing accuracy can be guaranteed even without di-
rect optimization. Second, the optimization of subcarriers set J
in (10) has not been considered in the literature. In this regard,
it is interesting that the proposed subcarrier allocation strategy
is a generalization of the two conventional subcarrier alloca-
tion approaches discussed earlier in Section I-B. Specifically,
the overlapping subcarrier sharing can be achieved by setting
J ≡K, while the non-overlapping method can be designed by
(10) with the setting τ0 ≈ 0 in (10d) to force the sensing-only
operations at subcarriers J .
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Problem (10) is nonconvex and challenging. It inherits the
constant-modulus constraints of HBF transceiver design [41],
[42], [43] and the strong coupling between the analog and digi-
tal precoders, i.e., F and {W[k]}, respectively, in the objective
function and constraints (10c), (10d). Furthermore, the design
involves integer variables for the JCAS subcarriers in set J .
This set is unavailable and to be determined. Thus, it is difficult
to address constraint (10d) directly. In the following section, we
provide an efficient solution to (10).

III. PROPOSED JCAS HBF DESIGN

A. General Design Method

Let us denote qm[k]� Fwm[k] ∈ C
N×1, ∀k ∈ K as the ef-

fective precoding vector intended for MS m at subcarrier k. We
can rewrite τ in (8) and rmk in (9) as

τ̃ =
1

J

∑

k∈J

∥∥∥∥∥R̄[k]−
∑

m∈M
qm[k]qH

m[k]

∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

, (11)

r̃mk = log2

⎛

⎜⎝1 +
|hH

m[k]qm[k]|2
∑

j∈M\m
|hH

m[k]qj [k]|2 + σ2
n

⎞

⎟⎠ , (12)

respectively. As a result, problem (10) can be rewritten as

maximize
{qm[k]},J

1

K

∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M
r̃mk (13a)

subject to
∑

m∈M
‖qm[k]‖2 = PBS, ∀k, (13b)

τ̃ ≤ τ0. (13c)

The introduction of {qm[k]} significantly simplifies the prob-
lem as the constant modulus constraint has been relaxed [58],
[69]. However, the difficulty involved with J remains. To tackle
this, we exploit the observation in (13) that the sensing con-
straint (13c) does not depend on channels {hm[k]}, k ∈ K\J .
This implies that

• For any set J , the effective precoders {qm[k]} can be
designed to maximize the objective function over the set
K\J , i.e.,

∑
k∈K\J

∑
m∈M r̃mk, without affecting the

sensing performance.
• Given {qm[k]}, if J contains subcarriers {k} that min-

imizes τ̃ in (11), it offers the best sensing performance.
Another important benefit of choosing such J is that the
minimal τ̃ improves the chance that constraint (13c) is
satisfied, leading to a larger feasible space for a larger
objective in (13a). Thus, it improves the communications
performance at the same time.

The above observations motivate the procedure outlined in
Algorithm 1 to solve (10). In this algorithm, all the effective
precoders {qm[k]}, ∀k are first designed for sum rate maxi-
mization in (14). With given {qm[k]}, ∀k, J is chosen as the set
of subcarriers that offer the smallest τ̃ . Then, {qm[k]}, k ∈ J
are refined in (15) to consider the sensing design. Finally, the
analog and digital precoders, i.e., F, {wm[k]}, are obtained by
factorizing {qm[k]} in (16). We note that in (15), the sensing

Algorithm 1 Overall JCAS-HBF Design
Require: {hm[k]}.
Ensure: F, {W[k]}.

1: Solve the sum rate maximization problem without sensing con-
straint, i.e.,

maximize
{qm[k]}

1

K

∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M
r̃mk (14a)

subject to (13b) (14b)

to obtain solutions {q̂m[k]}, k ∈ K.
2: Compute {τ̃1, . . . , τ̃K}, τ̃k =

∥∥R̄[k]−
∑

m∈M q̂m[k]q̂H
m[k]

∥∥2

F .
Obtain set J containing the J indices of the J smallest values
in {τ̃1, . . . , τ̃K}.

3: Solve the JCAS problem

minimize
{qm[k]}

ρ

J

∑

k∈J

∥∥∥∥∥
∑

m∈M
qm[k]qH

m[k]− R̄[k]

∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

+
ρ̄

J

∑

k∈J

∑

m∈M
‖qm[k]− q̂m[k]‖2 (15a)

subject to (13b) (15b)

to obtain {q̃m[k]}, k ∈ J , where ρ is the weighting factor
balancing the communications and sensing performance, and
ρ̄� 1− ρ.

4: Obtain hybrid precoders F and {wm[k]} by solving the con-
strained least squares (LS) problem

minimize
{F,wm[k]}

∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M
‖q̄m[k]− Fwm[k]‖2 (16a)

subject to (10b), (10c), (16b)

where

q̄m[k] =

{
q̃m[k], k ∈ J
q̂m[k], otherwise.

(17)

constraint (13c) is integrated into the objective function as a
penalty term with a weighting factor ρ. This simplifies the
design because, on the one hand, the feasible region is expanded
to improve the feasibility probability [22], on the other hand,
the weighted objective function in (15a) motivates a manifold
optimization-based solution. However, this transformation does
not reduce the design efficiency because a better sensing perfor-
mance (corresponding to a smaller τ0 in (13c)) can be achieved
by a larger ρ. Indeed, for given q̄[k] and R̄[k], increasing ρ
enhance the contribution of the sensing metric while reducing
that of the communications metric to the overall objective func-
tion (15a) (as ρ̄= 1− ρ). In this case, the design in (15) tends
to minimize the sensing covariance mismatch in the first term
of (15a), leading to improved sensing performance. We will
further numerically justify this in Section V.

The proposed procedure applies to both the designs of fully-
digital beamforming (DBF) and HBF. Specifically, for the for-
mer, the digital precoders can be obtained by the first three steps
in Algorithm 1, while the last step is additionally required to
obtain the hybrid precoders in the HBF problem. Subproblems
(14)–(16) are nonconvex. However, their structures motivate
efficient solutions via SCA and Riemannian manifold optimiza-
tion, as detailed next.
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B. Detailed Solutions to Problems (14)–(16)

1) Solution to Problem (14):
Linear Zero-Forcing Solution: We first consider zero-

forcing (ZF) beamforming with power allocation as the low-
complexity solution to the effective precoder, which manages
the inter-user interference. The ZF precoder is given as

QZF[k] =H†[k]P
1
2 [k], (18)

where H[k]� [h1[k], . . . ,hM [k]]
H, H†[k] =HH[k] (H[k]HH

[k])
−1, and P[k] = diag {p1[k], . . . , pM [k]} is determined by

water-filling method. Specifically, pm[k] is the water-filling
power factor associated with MS m and subcarrier k, given as

pm[k] = max

{
1

μ[k]
− ‖h̆m[k]‖2σ2

n, 0

}
, (19)

where μ[k] is chosen such that
∑

m∈M pm[k] = PBS and h̆m[k]
is the m column of H†[k].

Iterative SCA Solution: The ZF solution has low com-
plexity but is suboptimal. We herein propose an iterative
solution to attain improved effective precoders via SCA. Specif-
ically, let us denote

q[k]� [qT

1[k], . . . ,q
T

M [k]]T, (20)

G̃m[k]� hm[k]hH

m[k], (21)

Ĝm[k]� blkdiag{0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1 terms

, G̃m[k], 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M−m terms

}, (22)

Ḡm[k]� blkdiag{G̃m[k], . . . , G̃m[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1 terms

,0, G̃m[k], . . . , G̃m[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
M−m terms

},

(23)

which have sizes NM × 1, N ×N,NM ×NM , and NM ×
NM , respectively. Furthermore, we introduce slack variables
{ζm[k]} as the lower bound of the SINR terms in (12). Then,
the hybrid precoder design in (14) can be reformulated as

maximize
{q[k],ζm[k]}

1

K

∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M
log2 (1 + ζm[k]) (24a)

subject to
qH[k]Ĝm[k]q[k]

qH[k]Ḡm[k]q[k] + σ2
n

≥ ζm[k], ∀m, k, (24b)

‖q[k]‖2 ≤ PBS, ∀k, (24c)

where we have relaxed the power constraint in (24c); however,
constraint (24b) is still nonconvex. We tackle this constraint by
rewriting it as

qH[k]Ḡm[k]q[k] + σ2
n ≤ fqol(q[k], ζm[k]), ∀m, k, (25)

where fqol(q[k], ζm[k])� qH[k]Ĝm[k]q[k]
ζm[k] is a quadratic-over-

linear function. Based on the first-order Taylor approxima-
tion around feasible point (q[k]i, ζm[k]i), an upper bound of
fqol(q[k], ζm[k]) in (25) can be found as

fqol(q[k], ζm[k])≤ Fqol(q[k], ζm[k];q[k]i, ζm[k]i), ∀m, k,
(26)

Algorithm 2 Solving Problem (14) via SCA.
Require: {hm[k]}.
Ensure: q̄m[k].

1: Obtain G̃m[k], Ĝm[k], and Ḡm[k], ∀m, k based on (21)–(23),
respectively.

2: Set i= 0. Initialize qm[k]0 = vec (QZF[k]), where QZF[k] is
obtained as in (18). Set ζm[k]0 for the equality in (24b).

3: repeat
4: Solve problem (29) for given q[k]i and ζm[k]i to obtain q[k]�

and ζm[k]�.
5: Update q[k]i+1 = q[k]� and ζm[k]i+1 = ζm[k]�.
6: Set i= i+ 1.
7: until convergence
8: Return {q̂m[k]} as {q[k]�} at convergence, ∀k.

where

Fqol(q[k], ζm[k];q[k]i, ζm[k]i)

� qH[k]iĜm[k]q[k]i

(ζm[k]i)
2 ζm[k]−

2R
(
qH[k]iĜm[k]q[k]

)

ζm[k]i
.

(27)

Thus, constraint (24b) can be approximated in the i-th iteration
by the following convex one:

qH[k]Ḡm[k]q[k] + σ2
n ≤ Fqol(q[k], ζm[k];q[k]i, ζm[k]i),

∀m, k. (28)

As a result, problem (24) is approximated by the following
convex problem in iteration i:

maximize
{q[k],ζm[k]}

1

K

∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M
log2 (1 + ζm[k]) (29a)

subject to (28), (24c), (29b)

which can be solved via standard convex optimization tools
such as CVX and MOSEK.

The iterative procedure to solve problem (14) is summarized
in Algorithm 2. We employ the low-complexity ZF solution in
(18) to initialize qm[k]0, which will be shown via simulations
to significantly accelerate the convergence of this algorithm.
Accordingly, ζm[k]0 is set to the SINR in the left-hand-side
(LHS) of (24b) at qm[k]0. In each iteration, the solutions to q[k]
and ζm[k] are updated until a convergence criterion is satisfied.
The solution at the convergence of this algorithm is defined as
{q̂m[k]} and is leveraged next.

2) Solution to Problem (15): Let us denote

Q[k]� [q1[k], . . . ,qM [k]] ∈ C
N×M , (30)

Q̂[k]� [q̂1[k], . . . , q̂M [k]] ∈ C
N×M . (31)

Then, we can rewrite problem (15) as

minimize
{Q[k]}

γ � 1

J

∑

k∈J
γk (32a)

subject to ‖Q[k]‖2F = PBS, ∀k ∈ J , (32b)

where

γk � ρ
∥∥Q[k]QH[k]− R̄[k]

∥∥2
F + ρ̄

∥∥∥Q[k]− Q̂[k]
∥∥∥
2

F
. (33)
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It is observed that the constraints (32b) are independent across
k ∈ J . Therefore, this problem can be solved across k indepen-
dently, i.e.,

minimize
Q[k]∈Q

γk, (34)

where Q � {Q[k] ∈ C
N×M : ‖Q[k]‖F =

√
PBS} is the com-

plex hypershpere manifold with radius
√
PBS. This motivates a

Riemannian manifold minimization approach [41] to efficiently
find the near-optimal solution to (34). Next, we present the
results on the Euclidean and Riemannian gradients of γk, which
are required to update Q[k] over iterations of Riemannian man-
ifold minimization. For the detailed concepts in the approach,
we refer readers to [22].

First, the Euclidean of γk is computed as

∇γk = 4ρ
(
Q[k]QH[k]− R̄[k]

)
Q[k] + 2ρ̄

(
Q[k]− Q̂[k]

)
.

(35)

A tangent space corresponds to the complex hypersphere Q is
given by

TQ[k]Q =
{
Q[k] ∈ C

N×M :R(trace (QH[k]Q[k])) = 0
}
,

where R(·) denotes the real part of a complex number. The Rie-
mannian gradient corresponding to the Euclidean ∇γk, denoted
as gradγk, is obtained by projecting ∇γk onto tangent space
TQ[k]Q:

gradγk = projQ[k] (∇γk)

=∇γk −R(trace (QH[k]∇γk))Q[k]. (36)

In an iteration of the Riemannian conjugate gradient scheme,
say iteration i+ 1, Q[k] is updated and projected back onto the
manifold by a retraction, i.e.,

Q[k]i+1 =

√
PBS (Q[k]i + δiΠi)

‖Q[k]i + δiΠi‖F
. (37)

where δi is the Armijo backtracking line search step size, and
Πi is the descent direction,

Πi =−gradγk,i + μiTi−1→i (Πi−1) , (38)

Here, gradγk,i is the Riemannian gradient gradγk at Q[k] =
Q[k]i, and Ti−1→i (Πi−1) transports Πi−1 from tangent space
TQ[k]i−1

Q to tangent space TQ[k]iQ, specified as

Ti−1→i (Πi−1) =Πi−1 −R(trace (QH[k]iΠi−1))Q[k]i.

In (38), μi is a Polak-Ribiere parameter which is computed as

μi =
〈gradγk,i, gradγk,i〉

〈gradγk,i−1, gradγk,i−1〉
, (39)

where 〈X,Y〉�R(trace (XHY)) denotes the usual
Euclidean inner product, and gradγk,i = gradγk,i −
Ti−1→i (gradγk,i−1).

Algorithm 3 summarizes the steps to solve problem (15).
Specifically, Q̂[k] is first obtained based on (31), and then, the
initial solution to Q[k]0 is set. Next, Q[k]i is updated over iter-
ations in steps 4–10 until convergence. Here, we recall that in
this algorithm, only the effective precoders at subcarriers k ∈ J
are solved. The solutions at convergence, i.e., {q̃m[k]}, k ∈ J
will be used to find the final hybrid precoders as detailed next.

Algorithm 3 Riemannian Manifold Solution to Problem (15)
Require: J , {R̄[k], q̂m[k]}, ∀k ∈ J .
Ensure: q̄m[k], ∀k ∈ J .

1: for k ∈ J do
2: Obtain Q̂[k] based on (31).
3: Set i= 0, randomly initialize Q[k]0 ∈ Q and set Π0 =

−gradγk,0.
4: repeat
5: Obtain step size δi by Armijo rule.
6: Update Q[k]i+1 based on (37).
7: Compute μi+1 based on (39).
8: Compute Πi+1 based on (38).
9: i= i+ 1.

10: until convergence
11: Return {q̃m[k]}, k ∈ J as the columns of {Q[k]}, k ∈ J at

convergence.
12: end for

3) Solution to Problem (16): By letting

Q̄[k]� [q̄1[k], . . . , q̄M [k]] ∈ C
N×M . (40)

where q̄m[k] is defined as (17), we can rewrite problem (16)
as

minimize
{F,W[k]}

η �
∑

k∈K

∥∥Q̄[k]− FW[k]
∥∥2
F (41a)

subject to (10b), (10c). (41b)

This is a matrix factorization problem, which requires factor-
izing matrix Q̄[k] into analog and digital precoding matrices
F and W[k]. We herein apply the alternating minimization
framework, in cooperation with LS solution and Riemannian
manifold optimization [41], to find the near-optimal solution
to (41). Specifically, in the i-th iteration of the alternating pro-
cedure, W[k]i depends on Fi in the following normalized LS
solution:

W[k]i =
√

PBS
F†

i Q̄[k]

‖F†
i Q̄[k]‖F

. (42)

which satisfies the power constraint (10c). Thus, the remained
task is to solve F with given {W[k]}. Let us denote

f � vec(F) ∈ C
NNRF×1, (43)

z[k]� vec(Q[k]) ∈ C
NM×1, (44)

V[k]�WT[k]⊗ INt ∈ C
NNRF×NM . (45)

Then, f is the solution to the following problem:

minimize
f∈F

η =
∑

k∈K
‖z[k]−V[k]f‖2 (46)

where F � {f ∈ C
NNRF×1 : |fn|= 1, n= 1, . . . , NNRF} is the

feasible set of f , where fn represents the n-th element of f .
Here, F is a complex circle manifold with the corresponding
tangent space TfF =

{
f ∈ C

NNRF ×1 :R(f ◦ f∗) = 0NNRF

}
,

where 0NNRF represents the vector of NNRF zeros. This prob-
lem can be solved similarly as Algorithm 3. Hence, we omit
the detailed derivations and only present key results on the
gradients, retraction, and vector transport to apply Algorithm
3. They are respectively given as:

∇η =−2
∑

k∈K
VH[k](z[k]−V[k]f), (47)
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Algorithm 4 Alternating Minimization for Problem (16)
Require: q̄m[k], ∀k.
Ensure: F,W[k], ∀k.

1: Obtain Q̄[k] based on (40).
2: Set i= 0. Initialize F0 based on (52) and obtain W[k]0 based

on (42).
3: repeat
4: Apply Riemannian manifold approach to obtain fi+1 based on

updating (47)–(51) until convergence.
5: Reconstruct Fi+1 from fi+1 and obtain W[k]i+1 based on

(42).
6: i= i+ 1.
7: until convergence
8: Return F and {W[k]}.

gradηi =∇ηi −R(∇ηi ◦ f∗i ) ◦ fi, (48)

Ti−1→i (πi−1) =R
(
πi−1 ◦ f∗i+1

)
◦ fi+1, (49)

πi =−gradηi + μi

[
πi−1 − Ti−1→i (πi−1)

]
,

(50)

fi+1 =
fi + δiπi

|fi + δiπi|
. (51)

Based on (47)–(51), the alternating minimization solving
problem (16) is summarized in Algorithm 4. We note that step 4
in this algorithm is an iterative procedure, similar to steps 4–10
of Algorithm 3. Thus, Algorithm 4 requires a nested loop, which
causes slow convergence and potentially high computational
complexity. To overcome this, we propose initializing the RF
precoder F0 as:

[F0]i,j = e∠[U]i,j , (52)

where U ∈ C
N×NRF is taken from NRF eigenvectors of

Q̄[c]Q̄[c]H with c implying the center subcarrier, and ∠[U]i,j
represents the phase of the (i, j)-th entry of U. This initial-
ization approach is based on the analog precoding scheme in
[70]. However, instead of using the matrix [Q̄[1], . . . , Q̄[K]]
[70], we found that utilizing Q̄[c] yields a better initial point and
faster convergence. Furthermore, it is clear that initializing with
Q̄[c] ∈ C

N×M is also much more computationally efficient than
doing that with [Q̄[1], . . . , Q̄[K]] ∈ C

N×MK .

C. Complexity and Convergence Analysis

We end this section with a complexity and convergence anal-
ysis of our JCAS-HBF design in Algorithm 1, with specific
solutions being presented in Algorithms 2–4.

Algorithm 2 solves MNK +MK variables and MK +K
constraints in each iteration. Thus, it requires a complexity of
I2O

(
((M + 1)K)

1
2 (N + 1)3M3K3

)
, where I2 is the num-

ber of iterations until convergence of Algorithm 2. Here, we
ignore the complexity for initialization with the linear ZF solu-
tion (18) because it is much lower than the complexity required
for the updates inside the iterations, i.e., steps 3–7. We note that
problem (14) can be solved via semidefinite relaxation (SDR)
approach [26] by solving the effective transmit covariance ma-
trix rather than effective precoders. However, this will cost a
complexity of approximately O

(
M6.5K6.5

)
[26] and require a

Gaussian approximation to reconstruct the effective precoders.

Let r({q[k]i, ζm[k]i}) be the objective values of problem (29)
obtained in the i-th iteration of Algorithm 2. In the (i+ 1)-th
iteration, {q[k]i, ζm[k]i} is a feasible point of (29). Thus, its
corresponding objective value, i.e., r({q[k]i, ζm[k]i}), cannot
be larger than the optimal value of (29), i.e.,

r({q[k]i+1, ζm[k]i+1})≥ r({q[k]i, ζm[k]i}). (53)

As a result, Algorithm 2 returns non-decreasing objective val-
ues over iterations. Furthermore, the objective function is a
monotonically increasing function of the SINR terms {ζm[k]},
which are upper bounded by constraints (28) and (24c), in
turn implying that r(·) is also upper bounded. Accordingly,
convergence of Algorithm 2 is guaranteed by the monotone
convergence theorem [71, Theorem 3.14].

In each iteration, Algorithm 3 performs a line search to obtain
the step size δi and a retraction to update Q[k]i+1. Furthermore,
it computes the Euclidean gradient to update the direction,
which is then used for computing the vector transports. Among
these steps, the complexity to compute the Euclidean gradient
in (35) is the highest and dominates the others [22]. Thus,
the overall complexity of Algorithm 3 can be approximated as
I3JO

(
4N2M + 3N

)
, with I3 being the number of iterations

in Algorithm 3. It is observed that the overall complexity of
this algorithm is proportional to J . To the best knowledge of
the authors, the convergence Riemannian manifold optimization
remains an open problem. Thus, it is rather difficult to analyze
the convergence of Algorithm 3.

Finally, we analyze the complexity of Algorithm 4. It is
observed from (45) that V[k] is a sparse matrix, in which only
NRF and M (out of NNRF and NM ) elements in each row and
column, respectively, are nonzero numbers. Thus, the complex-
ity for computing the Euclidean in (47) is KO (4MNRF +M),
which is much higher than the computations in (48)–(51). Fur-
thermore, obtaining {W[k]} with (42) has a complexity of
O(NKN2

RF). As a result, the total complexity of Algorithm
4 is approximated as I4,outerI4,innerKO (4MNRF +M) +
I4,outerO(NKN2

RF), where I4,outer and I4,inner are the num-
bers of outer and inner iterations until this algorithm converges.

From the above analysis, the total complexity of the proposed
JCAS design in Algorithm 1 can be approximated as

CJCAS−HBF

=O
(
I2N3K3.5M3.5 + 4I3N2JM

+ 4I4,outerI4,innerKMNRF + I4,outerNKN2
RF

)
, (54)

with the note that N,K �M,NRF.

IV. COMMUNICATIONS–SENSING TRADEOFF AND HBF
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In JCAS systems, the joint function of sensing and communi-
cations causes performance loss to both subsystems. Since the
radar sensing targets and communications MSs are generally
located at different locations, a waveform designed for target
sensing may not be able to focus the power to communications
MSs and mitigate inter-user interference, and vice versa, the
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sensing receiver may be misled by a well-designed commu-
nications waveform which does not cover the desired sensing
angles. The communications–sensing performance tradeoff can
be improved by proper settings of set J and the sensing con-
straint, as discussed next.

A. Effects of Set J on JCAS Performance Tradeoff

From (32) and (33), we can write the overall objective of the
JCAS design in problem (15) as

γ = γsens + γcomm, (55)

where γsens =
ρ
J

∑
k∈J

∥∥Q[k]QH[k]− R̄[k]
∥∥2
F and γcomm =

ρ̄
J

∑
k∈J ‖Q[k]− Q̂[k]‖2F . The two Frobenius distances mea-

sure how the designed beampatterns and precoders are close to
the benchmarks, i.e., R̄[k] and Q̂[k], respectively. Therefore,
they reflect the performance of the radar sensing and commu-
nications subsystems. In the following, we analyze the tradeoff
between the performance of the two subsystems based on these
distance functions.

Note that the communications–sensing performance tradeoff
depends on the weighting factors {ρ, ρ̄} and on the set of JCAS
subcarriers J . Specifically, when ρ is small, a larger set J
should be employed because otherwise, the design objective γ
in (15) is dominated by γcomm, which results in the precoders
maximizing the performance of the communications rather than
sensing accuracy. In contrast, when ρ increases, γsens has more
significant contribution to γ, which improves the sensing accu-
racy. Note that enlarging J causes a loss in communications
performance because more communications bands are inter-
fered by sensing. However, this only occurs among subcarriers
in J .

When a strict sensing accuracy is imposed on the design,
i.e., ρ→ 1, the communications rate of the proposed JCAS
scheme converges to

∑
m∈M

∑
k∈K\J rmk, which is the total

rate at communications-only subcarriers. In contrast, that of
the conventional JCAS system, i.e., when J ≡K, can decrease
without bound. This is more clearly seen in the interference-
limited regime of the considered MU-MIMO systems, wherein
a larger SNR does not ensure communications performance
improvement. Therefore, compared to the conventional JCAS
design, the proposed scheme with a larger ρ but smaller J is
more beneficial in guaranteeing a good performance tradeoff
between the two subsystems, especially in the interference-
limited regime. We will further discuss this in Section V.

B. Effects of Set J on HBF Performance

The size of J has a significant impact on HBF performance.
To see this, we factorize the objective (41) as

η =
∑

k∈K\J

∥∥∥Q̂[k]− FW[k]
∥∥∥
2

F
︸ ︷︷ ︸

communications only

+
∑

k∈J

∥∥∥Q̃[k]− FW[k]
∥∥∥
2

F
︸ ︷︷ ︸

JCAS

,

(56)

which follows (17). We recall that in (56), Q̂[k], k ∈ K\J in
the first term is obtained from problem (14) for communications

only, while Q̃[k], k ∈ J in the second term is the solution to the
JCAS design in (15).

It is observed from (56) that a larger J forces FW[k] closer
to Q̃[k] rather than Q̂[k], which leads to a more significant
performance loss of HBF communications systems. In con-
trast, when J is small, the objective function η is dominated
by the communications part, and hence, FW[k] approaches
Q̂[k] while becoming far from Q̃[k], leading to poor sensing
performance.

The observation that the sensing accuracy can be improved
with a stricter sensing constraint, or equivalently, a larger ρ,
further motivates employing a smaller set J but a larger ρ
for JCAS-HBF systems. This is similar to the earlier design
suggestion in Section IV-A. Despite the similarity, we note
that the design suggestion in this subsection is drawn from the
objective function η of the HBF design problem (41), and, thus,
is only valid for HBF systems and not seen for DBF. As a result,
the above analysis unveil a two-fold effect of the JCAS subcarri-
ers set J on communications–sensing performance tradeoff of
wideband JCAS-HBF systems. In particular, when employing
a reduced number of JCAS subcarriers, the HBF system has
a more significant loss in sensing performance than the DBF
one. We will further numerically verify this through simulation
results in the next section.

We note that the observation above is not due to the two-step
design in (15) and (16). If we consider the combined design

minimize
{Q[k]}

γ̄ � ρ
∑

k∈J

∥∥∥∥∥
∑

m∈M
Fwm[k]wH

m[k]FH − R̄[k]

∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

+ ρ̄
∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M
‖Fwm[k]− q̄m[k]‖2 , (57a)

subject to (10b), (10c), (57b)

with

γ̄ = ρ
∑

k∈J

∥∥FW[k]WH[k]FH − R̄[k]
∥∥2
F

+ ρ̄
∑

k∈K\J

∥∥∥FW[k]−Q̂[k]
∥∥∥
2

F
+ρ̄

∑

k∈J

∥∥∥FW[k]−Q̂[k]
∥∥∥
2

F
,

(58)

we can still make the same observations as discuss above.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We herein provide numerical results to demonstrate the effi-
ciency of the proposed JCAS design. Unless otherwise stated,
we set N = 32, M = 4, K = 64, BW = 1 GHz, fc = 28 GHz
[72], [73]. The SNR is defined as PBS/σ

2
n, where the noise

power is normalized and fixed to σ2
n = 1. The channel real-

izations are generated based on (2) with φp ∼ U [0◦, 360◦),
αp ∼ CN (0, 1), and τp ∼ U [0, τmax], where τmax = 20 ns is
the maximum delay [74]. Furthermore, we assume P = 4 for
the number of propagation paths due to the limited scatter-
ing in high-frequency systems [52], [75]. Unless otherwise
stated, the sensing targets are assumed to be located at angles
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Θd ∈ {−60◦,−30◦, 30◦, 60◦}, and the corresponding desired
beampattern is defined as [54]

Pd(θt, fk) =

{
1, θt ∈ [θd − δθ, θd + δθ]

0, otherwise
, ∀k, (59)

where δθ = 5 is the half of the mainlobes of Pd(θt, fk). We use
the modeling toolbox YALMIP with solver MOSEK to solve
the convex subproblem (29), whereas, subproblems (34) and
(46) are solved with the Manopt toolbox [76]. The convergence
tolerances of Algorithms 2 and 4 are both set to ε= 10−3.

A. Convergence of Algorithms 2 and 4

First, we show the convergence improvement of Algorithms
2 and 4 based on the proposed initialization in Fig. 2 with
N = 32, M = 4, NRF = 6, K = 64, ρ= 0.4, J =K/2, and
SNR = 10 dB. We recall that Algorithm 2 maximizes the sum
rate 1

K

∑
k∈K

∑
m∈M r̃mk in 14, while Algorithm 4 minimizes

the Frobenius distance
∑

k∈K
∑

m∈M ‖q̄m[k]− Fwm[k]‖2 in
(16). It is observed that the objective values of both algorithms
converge well, but their convergence is significantly affected
by the initial points. Specifically, Algorithm 2 initialized with
water-filling-ZF solution converges after about only four iter-
ations, while the random initialization requires more than 14
iterations. In Algorithm 4, the proposed initialization method
also offers a significantly faster convergence with a slightly
lower objective value compared to the random one and the
solution in [70] based on all frequencies, i.e., [Q̄[1], . . . , Q̄[K]].
As a result, these proposed initial solutions lead to a remarkable
complexity reduction of the overall design in Algorithm 1. It is
also seen for both algorithms that these initializations already
have relatively good performance.

B. Performance of the Proposed JCAS Scheme

Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
JCAS design by investigating its resultant beampatterns and
communications rates. As discussed earlier, the proposed
scheme applies to both the designs of DBF and HBF
transceivers. Thus, we investigate both beamforming
architectures. For comparisons, we consider the following
schemes: (i) the proposed JCAS design (“Prop. JCAS”); the
conventional JCAS system wherein the communications and
sensing subsystems operate at (ii) overlapping (see Fig. 1(a))
[9], [54], [55], [56], [57], [61], [62] and (iii) non-overlapping
subcarriers (see Fig. 1(b)) [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66],
[67] (“Conv. JCAS, overlap” and “Conv. JCAS, non-overlap”,
respectively); and (iv) the communications-only system
(“Communication only”). In the non-overlapping JCAS system,
we assume that the first J subcarriers are employed for sensing,
and the remaining are dedicated to communications. Note
from Algorithm 1 that for the communications-only system,
our designs coincide with the SCA and Reimannian manifold
optimization approaches, which are well-known frameworks
for sum-rate maximization in MU-MIMO systems [77] and
HBF designs [41], respectively. Thus, the achievable rate in
the communications-only system is not only the upper bound

Fig. 2. Convergence of Algorithms 2 and 4, with N = 32, M = 4, NRF =
6, K = 64, ρ= 0.4, J =K/2, and SNR = 10 dB.

of the communications rate but also the benchmark for the
proposed beamforming design for the consider JCAS system.

In Fig. 3, we plot the normalized beampatterns of the pro-
posed and conventional JCAS schemes. We consider N = 32,
NRF = 6, M = 4, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.4} and J =K/2 = 32.
As expected, increasing ρ yields improved beampatterns with
higher peaks at desired detection angles θt ∈Θd and lower
peaks at θt /∈Θd, implying more reliable radar sensing systems.
In particular, despite the reduced number of JCAS subcarriers,
the proposed JCAS design still forms good beampatterns, which
exhibit only very small gaps with respect to the ones obtained by
the conventional design with overlapping subcarriers, especially
for DBF in Fig. 3(a). For the case of HBF in Fig. 3(b), the
beampatterns formed by the proposed JCAS-HBF scheme are
slightly worse with lower peaks compared with the conventional
overlapping design. However, they still point to accurate de-
tection angles Θd with high main lobes and low side lobes
outside Θd. More specifically, for moderate ρ, the peak-to-
side lobe ratios (PSLRs) of the proposed JCAS-HBF design are
just slightly lower than those of the conventional overlapping
design, as seen in Table I for ρ= 0.4. The comparisons of beam-
patterns and their corresponding PSLRs in Fig. 3 and Table I
further support the conclusion in Section IV-B that the reduced
number of JCAS subcarriers can significantly affect the sensing
performance in JCAS-HBF systems, and this can be overcome
by employing a larger ρ. Further quantified evaluations of the
beampatterns based on the average mean square errors (MSEs)
will be presented in Section V-C. The results in Fig. 3 and
Table I show that as expected, using non-overlapping subcar-
riers for the communications and sensing functions yields the
best sensing beampatterns. However, this comes at the cost of
limited communications performance, as shown next.

In Fig. 4, we show the communications sum rates of the
proposed JCAS designs with DBF and HBF transceivers. We
assume the same simulation parameters as in Fig. 3 to guarantee
that communications performance is compared under similar
beampatterns. From Fig. 4, we observe:
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Fig. 3. Beampatterns of the proposed JCAS design for DBF and HBF
architectures with N = 32, NRF = 6, M = 4, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.4, 0.6},
J =K/2, and SNR = 12 dB. (a) DBF. (b) HBF.

TABLE I
PSLRS OF THE CONVENTIONAL AND PROPOSED JCAS SCHEMES IN

DBF AND HBF SYSTEMS WITH N = 32, NRF = 6, M = 4,
K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.4, 0.6}, J =K/2, AND SNR = 12 DB

Architecture JCAS schemes ρ= 0.2 ρ= 0.4

DBF
Prop. JCAS 1.76 dB 6.92 dB

Conv. JCAS, overlap 3.61 dB 7.01 dB
Conv. JCAS, non-overlap 8.26 dB

HBF
Prop. JCAS 1.38 dB 6.81 dB

Conv. JCAS, overlap 4.91 dB 7.55 dB
Conv. JCAS, non-overlap 8.30 dB

• The JCAS systems have considerable performance degra-
dation with respect to the communications-only systems,
especially in the interference-limited regime, as clearly
seen at high SNRs in both figures. Furthermore, the loss
is more significant when ρ becomes larger. Indeed, the
JCAS waveform needs to simultaneously serve both com-
munications MSs and radar targets. Hence, its capability

Fig. 4. Communications performance of the proposed JCAS design for DBF
and HBF with N = 32, NRF = 6, M = 4, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.4}, and J =
K/2. (a) DBF. (b) HBF.

to mitigate inter-user interference (IUI) is significantly re-
duced, making the communications subsystem vulnerable
and having degraded achievable rates in an interference-
limited regime or when using a larger ρ. We note that such
a performance degradation at high SNRs is not seen in IUI-
free scenarios such as single-user systems [78].

• It is worth noting that the severe IUI discussed above
only occurs within JCAS subcarriers. Thus, for both DBF
and HBF, it is reasonable to observe that the perfor-
mance loss of the conventional overlapping JCAS sys-
tem is much more severe than the proposed setting.
Regarding the conventional non-overlapping counterpart,
the impact of sensing on communications performance
depends on the beamforming architectures. Specifically,
with DBF, the beamformers are completely frequency-
dependent, and thus, they can be designed dedicated for
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Fig. 5. Communications rates of the proposed JCAS design with N =
32, NRF = {1, 2, . . . , N}, M = 4, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.6}, J =K/2, and
SNR =10 dB.

sensing or communications at the corresponding subcarri-
ers. Furthermore, as we assume J =K/2, i.e., each sub-
system uses a half of the bandwidth, the achievable rate of
the non-overlapping JCAS-DBF scheme is approximately
equal to rcom/2, where rcom is the achievable rate of
the communication-only system. However, this approxi-
mation is not valid for HBF because the analog precoder
is frequency-flat and common for the dual functions. This
explains the low achievable rate of the non-overlapping
JCAS-HBF scheme in Fig. 4(b).

• Although the proposed method does not guarantee to avoid
the decreasing communications rate in an interference-
limited regime, it ensures that the rate has a non-decreasing
lower bound:

∑
k∈K rk ≥ rLB �

∑
k∈K\J rk, where rk �∑

m∈M rmk. This follows the fact that rLB is not affected
by the radar subsystem. In contrast, that of the conven-
tional system decreases without bounds as the IUI and/or
ρ increases. This analysis agrees with the observations in
Fig. 4 that while the rate of conventional systems quickly
decreases at moderate-to-high SNRs, those of the proposed
schemes keep increasing in Fig. 4(a) and just slightly
decrease in Fig. 4(b).

• Compared to the case of communications-only, the per-
formance loss of the HBF in Fig. 4(b) is more significant
than that of the DBF in Fig. 4(a), which settles with the
discussion in Section IV-B. Furthermore, the proposed
subcarrier selection strategy offers better performance than
the random one. The gains are more clearly seen with a
larger ρ.

In Fig. 5, we compare the communications performance of
the proposed JCAS-HBF design with those of the conventional
JCAS-HBF and the communications-only HBF systems for
various NRF and ρ. We set N = 32, NRF = {1, 2, . . . , N},
M = 4, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.6}, J = 32, and SNR = 10 dB.
We also show the DBF performance as the upper bound of HBF
in this figure. It is observed for both the communications-only

and JCAS systems that the HBF sum rates increase with
NRF and essentially reach the DBF performance when NRF

becomes sufficiently large. However, the increasing rate of the
HBF sum rates also depends on the JCAS design. Specifically,
considering the case ρ= 0.6, the proposed JCAS-HBF design
has a rapidly increasing sum rate and realizes the DBF systems
with NRF = 16 RF chains, whereas NRF = 20 RF chains are
required by the conventional overlapping JCAS-HBF design.
It is also clearly seen in this case that the proposed JCAS-HBF
scheme with only NRF = 8 RF chains performs better than the
conventional overlapping JCAS system with both the HBF and
DBF architectures. Indeed, with ρ= 0.6, the overall objective
in (15a) is easily dominated by the sensing objective in the
first term. This limits the contribution of the communications
objective over JCAS subcarriers J , causing a loss in the total
rate. With J ≡K as in the conventional overlapping JCAS
design, this loss occurs over the entire bandwidth, leading to
poor communications performance even in DBF systems, as
analyzed in Section IV-A. The loss becomes more serious in
HBF architectures with limited RF chains due to the two-fold
effect of J ≡K on overlapping JCAS-HBF systems, as ana-
lyzed in Section IV-B. Furthermore, due to the reduced bands
employed for communications, the non-overlapping JCAS with
DBF and HBF is outperformed by the proposed JCAS-HBF
scheme with only NRF = 8 RF chains when ρ= 0.6. In the
next figures, we will show that the high communications
performance gains of the proposed JCAS scheme are achieved
with only marginal loss in the sensing beampattern MSEs,
compared with the conventional JCAS designs.

C. Communications–Sensing Performance Tradeoff

Next, we demonstrate superior communications–sensing per-
formance tradeoff of the proposed JCAS scheme through
investigating the sum rate and MSEs of the beampatterns
versus J in Fig. 6. We consider N = 32, NRF = 6, M =
4, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}, J = [1, 8, 16, . . . ,K], and
SNR = 12 dB. The beampattern MSE is defined as MSE =
1
JT

∑
k∈J

∑T
t=1 |Pd(θt, fk)− aH(θt, fk)R[k]a(θt, fk)|2. It is

observed for the proposed JCAS scheme that increasing J leads
to decreasing rates and MSEs, implying the communications
performance loss but improved sensing accuracy. The same
is also observed for the conventional non-overlapping JCAS
design which employs J and K − J dedicated sensing and
communications subcarriers, respectively. Furthermore, as ex-
pected, the rates and MSEs of the communications-only and
conventional overlapping JCAS systems are constant with J ,
and they serve as the lower and upper bounds on the rates
and MSEs, respectively, of the proposed scheme. Indeed, the
proposed JCAS design coincides with the communications-
only case as J → 0 and the conventional JCAS case as J →
K. The conventional non-overlapping subcarrier allocation of-
fers reliable sensing beampatterns with low MSEs (Fig. 6b),
but it cannot ensure satisfactory communications performance
(Fig. 6a). As J and ρ are sufficiently large, the gaps between
the MSEs of the proposed and conventional overlapping and
non-overlapping schemes become marginal, while their rate
improvements are still significant. For example, with J = 40
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Fig. 6. Communications rates and MSEs of the proposed JCAS de-
sign with N = 32, NRF = 6, M = 4, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.4, 0.6}, J =
[1, 8, 16, . . . ,K], and SNR = 12 dB. (a) Communications performance. (b)
Sensing beampattern MSEs.

and ρ= 0.6, the proposed JCAS design achieves 104.39%
and 59.62% higher communications rates with similar sens-
ing beampattern MSEs as the conventional overlapping and
non-overlapping counterparts, respectively. Furthermore, with
ρ= 0.8, the sensing function in the proposed JCAS design
performs similar to that in the non-overlapping counterpart, but
with better communications performance. This indicates on the
potential for improved communication–sensing performance
tradeoff, as specified next.

In Fig. 7, we plot the sum rates versus the beampatten MSEs
based on the results in Fig. 6, with the same simulation parame-
ters. It is observed for each ρ that, the rates and MSEs of the con-
ventional overlapping JCAS system always serve as the lower
and upper bounds on the communications and sensing perfor-
mance, respectively, of the proposed scheme. Furthermore, it is
reasonable to see that these bounds are attained by the proposed
scheme when J =K. An important observation is that for the

Fig. 7. Communications–sensing performance tradeoff of the proposed
JCAS design with N = 32, M = 4, NRF = 6, K = 64, ρ= {0.2, 0.4, 0.6},
J = [1, 8, 16, . . . ,K], and SNR = 12 dB.

same MSE, the proposed JCAS scheme can always achieve a
much larger sum rate by employing a larger ρ but smaller J (as
suggested in Section IV), which clearly justify the improvement
in the system communications–sensing performance tradeoff
as the motivation of the proposed JCAS design. For example,
to guarantee an MSE of 9× 10−2 of the conventional system
with ρ= 0.2, we can apply the proposed scheme with {ρ, J}=
{0.4, 16} and attain 32.40% higher sum rate (please see arrow
(A)). Similarly, an MSE of 7.7× 10−2 can be achieved with
69.57% improvement in communications rate by the proposed
scheme with {ρ, J}= {0.6, 32} instead of using the conven-
tional one with {ρ, J}= {0.4,K} (arrow (B)). Similar to the
observation in Fig. 6, the improved communications–sensing
performance tradeoff of the proposed scheme achieves with
respect to the conventional non-overlapping JCAS design is
seen for large ρ and J , i.e., for ρ= {0.6, 0.8} and J ≥ 32.

D. Performance of the Proposed JCAS Design With Various
Numbers of Targets and CSI Errors

In the previous simulations, we have fixed the number of
targets to four and their angles to {±30◦,±60◦}. To further
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed scheme, we show
in Figs. 8 and 9 its sensing beampatterns, communications
rates, and average beampattern MSEs for various numbers of
sensing targets and angles. Specifically, we consider {1, 3, 5, 7}
targets at angles {0◦}, {0◦,±60◦}, {0◦,±30◦,±60◦}, and
{0◦,±30◦,±45◦,±60◦}, respectively. The other simulation
parameters are set similar to those in Figs. 3 and 4, i.e.,
N = 32, NRF = 6, M = 4, K = 64, ρ= 0.4, J =K/2, and
SNR = 12 dB.

It is seen Figs. 8 and 9 that the proposed scheme still per-
form well as for the case of 4 targets considered in Figs. 3–7.
Specifically, in Fig. 8, it generates highly reliable beampatterns
covering the desired targets for all the considered numbers and
distributions of the targets. In particular, it achieves the best
communications performance with only slightly higher sensing
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Fig. 8. Beampatterns of the proposed JCAS-HBF design for sensing
targets at angles (a) {0◦}, (b) {0◦,±60◦}, (c) {0◦,±30◦,±60◦}, and
(d) {0◦,±30◦,±45◦,±60◦} with N = 32, NRF = 6, M = 4, K = 64,
ρ= 0.4, J =K/2, and SNR = 12 dB.

Fig. 9. Communications rates and MSEs of the proposed JCAS-HBF design
for {1, 3, 5, 7} sensing targets with N = 32, NRF = 6, M = 4, K = 64, ρ=
0.4, J =K/2, and SNR = 12 dB. (a) Communications rate. (b) Sensing
beampattern MSE.

beampattern MSEs compared to the conventional JCAS designs
with overlapping and non-overlapping subcarrier allocation.
As expected, all the compared schemes have increased sens-
ing beampattern MSEs and decreased communications rates
as there are more targets. However, when covering a large
number of targets, the BS has a higher chance to cover the
communications MSs to improve the system sum rate, as seen
for seven targets in Fig. 9(a).

Finally, we examine the performance of the considered
JCAS-HBF systems under imperfect CSI. We denote by ĥmk

the imperfect channel estimates of hmk. It can be modeled
as ĥmk = hmk − h̃mk, where h̃mk represents the CSI error
with entries following the distribution CN (0, ε2mk). Here, εmk

is the CSI uncertainty level of ĥmk. In Fig. 10, we show the
communications rates and sensing beampattern MSEs of the
considered schemes versus εmk = ε= {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}, ∀m, k.

Fig. 10. Communications rates under CSI errors of the proposed JCAS-
HBF design with N = 32, M = 4, NRF = 6, K = 64, ρ= 0.4, J =K/2,
SNR = 10 dB, and ε= {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}.

For ε= 0, the channel is perfectly estimated. It is observed
that as ε increases, the performance of all the considered sys-
tems decreases, however, at different speeds. Specifically, the
communications-only system has the most significant perfor-
mance loss because it requires the CSI at all the subcarriers
for the HBF design. In the proposed JCAS system, K − J
dedicated subcarriers are used for communications, while the
remaining J subcarriers are used for both communications and
sensing. Thus, its achievable rate also decreases relatively fast
with ε. The two other conventional JCAS systems are less
affected by the CSI error as smaller factions of subcarriers are
used for communications. However, even at ε= 1, the proposed
JCAS design still outperforms the conventional ones. On the
other hand, because the CSI is not required for the beampattern
design, it does not affect the sensing performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

We studied wideband MU-MIMO JCAS systems with HBF
transceiver architectures. Aiming at maximizing the communi-
cations rate while ensuring sensing accuracy, we proposed an
efficient JCAS design with a new subcarrier allocation strategy.
Specifically, we proposed to use a subset of subcarriers for radar
sensing, while enabling communications over all the available
subcarriers. The beamforming design for JCAS was conducted
leveraging the SCA and Riemannian manifold optimization
approaches. Our numerical results showed that reliable sensing
accuracy, or more specifically, low MSEs and high PSLRs of
the sensing beampatterns, could still be achieved with a reduced
number of JCAS subcarriers, while the performance of the
communications was dramatically improved. In particular, both
the analysis and simulations suggested that a reduced number
of JCAS subcarriers and a stricter sensing constraint should
be employed for a better communications-sensing performance
tradeoff. Utilization of the beam squint effect to improve the
performance of ultra-wideband THz JCAS-HBF systems is a
potential extension of this work.
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